Dear Students and Colleagues,

the lectures of the first ten Study Programmes that started yesterday in distance learning mode were held regularly and allowed the first group of 2500 students to follow the lessons and interact with Professors. Given this first result, I confirm our decision to bring forward to March 5 the start of another block of Study Programmes that will see the participation of about 2000 students, to complete the start of the entire educational offer, excluding for now laboratory activities, Monday, March 9.

The Study Programmes that will start their lectures on March 5 in distance learning mode are:

- Ingegneria Civile e Ambientale (Laurea) Lecco
- Ingegneria Civile per la Mitigazione del Rischio (Laurea) Lecco
- Ingegneria Edile – Architettura (Laurea quinquennale a ciclo unico) Lecco
- Mechanical Engineering - Ingegneria Meccanica (MSc) Lecco
- Electronics Engineering - Ingegneria Elettronica (MSc) Milano
- Architettura - Ambiente Costruito - Interni - Architecture - Built Environment – Interniors (MSc) Milano
- Architettura - Architettura delle Costruzioni (MSc) Milano
- Urban Planning and Policy Design - Pianificazione Urbana e Politiche Territoriali (MSc) Milano
- Design & Engineering - Progetto e Ingegnerizzazione del Prodotto Industriale (MSc) Milano

Continuing training and support for teachers who have to start teaching in distance learning mode (notified by separate mail): a presentation has been scheduled on the Bovisa campus on Wednesday, March 4 at 11:30 which will be available also in streaming; furthermore there is also the possibility to book an appointment for technical support throughout the week.

I would like to remind you that all the graduation exams scheduled for March 4 (Polo di Lecco) and March 5 (all venues) will be held in distance mode. For this reason I would like to remind the graduating students and all their families to follow the guidelines that will be sent for the connection to the virtual classes and not to occupy for any reason the spaces of Politecnico di Milano. All graduates of this session and their families will then be invited, when the emergency is over, to a Graduation Day at Politecnico to celebrate together this important achievement.

Thank you for your attention

Best regards
Ferruccio Resta
Rector of the Politecnico di Milano